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Important Dates
Full paper submission: June 11, 2017
Extended full paper submission: June 25, 2017
Notification of acceptance: July 11, 2017
July 25, 2017
Final paper submission: September 10, 2017
Conference: October 6 – 7, 2017

Submission guidelines
Submissions will be evaluated through a standard blind review process. Track chairs will select reviewers and ensure anonymity of the review process. Authors are highly encouraged to seek guidance from Track Chairs prior submitting the paper. We highly encourage authors to formalize this process by sending an abstract to the Track Chairs to receive feedback and guidance. Formal submission must specify the track that they are intended for. Contributions submitted in English are limited to 12 pages (maximum) according to the paper formatting rules that will be available on the conference website.

Publication opportunity
Accepted papers will need to show both relevance and methodological rigor. The best English contributions will be published in a Springer volume of “Lecture notes in Information Systems and Organization” series, already indexed on Scopus (http://www.springer.com/series/11237).

Other papers will be published in the conference proceedings (online) with ISBN. At least one author for each accepted paper must attend the conference and present the work. The online submission system will be available on the conference website, section Submission.

Conference Tracks

Organizational Change and Enabling Technologies
Co-Chairs: F. Bolici (U. Cassino, I), K. Jakobs (RWTH Aachen U., D), P. Lindgren (Aarhus U., DK), F. Viní (U. of Sassari, I)

Accounting Information Systems in digitalized businesses

Digitalization trends in Human Resources Management

Socio-Technical perspectives in the Digital Economy
Co-Chairs: P. Bednar (U. of Portsmouth, GB, Lund University, S), A. Ravarini (LIUC U., I), M. Sadok (U. of Tunis, TN; U. of Portsmouth, GB)

e-Services, Social Networks, and Smartcities
Co-Chairs: C. Metallo (U. di Napoli Parthenope, I), L. Mola (SKEMA Business School, F), M. D. Guillamón (U. of Murcia, E)

Digital people living in a digital society: the force and the dark side of online communities
Co-Chairs: A. M. Braccini (U. della Tuscia, I); Ø. Sæbø (U. Agder, N); T. Federici (U. della Tuscia, I)

The new era of digitalization in Healthcare and Public sector

Digital technology for learning: a continuous transformational process
Co-Chairs: L. Caporarello (U. Bocconi, I), A. Iñesta (Esade, E), G. Vincenti (U. of Baltimore, US)

For contacting the Programme Committee: itais2017@easychair.org

Follow us!
The Association for Information Systems (AIS): www.aisnet.org
The Italian AIS Chapter: www.itais.org
ItAIS Annual conference: www.itais.org/conference
ItAIS Twitter account: https://twitter.com/itaisconnect
ItAIS LinkedIn Group: http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4140068